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Abstract

This paper describes the Jeonbuk National
University (JBNU) system for the 2020 shared
task on Cross-Framework Meaning Represen-
tation Parsing at the Conference on Computa-
tional Natural Language Learning. Among the
five frameworks, we address only the abstract
meaning representation framework and pro-
pose a joint state model for the graph-sequence
iterative inference of (Cai and Lam, 2020) for
a simplified graph-sequence inference. In our
joint state model, we update only a single joint
state vector during the graph-sequence infer-
ence process instead of keeping the dual state
vectors, and all other components are exactly
the same as in (Cai and Lam, 2020).

1 Introduction

Recent studies on meaning representation pars-
ing (MRP) have focused on different semantic
graph frameworks (Oepen et al., 2019) such as
bilexical semantic dependency graphs (Peng et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2018; Dozat
and Manning, 2018; Na et al., 2019), a univer-
sal conceptual cognitive annotation (Hershcovich
et al., 2017, 2018), abstract meaning representa-
tion (Wang and Xue, 2017; Guo and Lu, 2018;
Song et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Cai and
Lam, 2019, 2020; Zhou et al., 2020), and a dis-
course representation structure (Abzianidze et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2018; van Noord et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2019; Evang, 2019; Liu et al., 2020). To
jointly address various semantic graphs, the aim
of the Cross-Framework MRP task at the 2020
Conference (MRP 2020) on Computational Nat-
ural Language Learning (CoNLL) is to develop
semantic graph parsing across the following five
frameworks (Oepen et al., 2020): 1) EDS: Elemen-
tary Dependency Structures (Oepen and Lønning,
2006), 2) PTG: Prague Tectogrammatical Graphs

(Hajič et al., 2012), 3) UCCA: Universal Concep-
tual Cognitive Annotation (Abend and Rappoport,
2013), 4) AMR: Abstract Meaning Representation
(Banarescu et al., 2013), and 5) DRG: Discourse
Representation Graphs (Abzianidze et al., 2017).

For MRP 2020, we address only the AMR frame-
work and present a joint state model for graph-
sequence iterative inference, as a simple extension
of (Cai and Lam, 2020). The graph-sequence itera-
tive model of (Cai and Lam, 2020) incrementally
constructs an AMR graph starting from an empty
graph G0 by alternatively applying two modules:
1) Concept Solver, which uses a previous graph
hypothesis Gi to predict a new concept, and 2)
Relation Solver, which uses a previous concept
hypothesis to predict relations for the new concept.

The dual-state model of (Cai and Lam, 2020)
deploys two state vectors xt and yt for the graph-
sequence iterative inference, which refers to the
t-th sequence hypothesis and t-th graph hypothe-
sis, respectively. Unlike the dual state model, we
instead maintain a joint state vector zt, which en-
codes both sequence and graph hypotheses to ap-
ply a graph-sequence iterative inference in a sim-
ple and unified manner. During the iterative infer-
ence stage, we take the current joint state vector
as a query vector and update the next joint state
vector by applying attention mechanisms both to
the text (i.e., sequence memory) and graph (i.e.,
graph memory) parts separately. The final joint
state vector is then passed to the concept and rela-
tion solvers, which predict new concepts and their
relations, respectively, as with the dual state model
by (Cai and Lam, 2020).

We submitted the results of our AMR parsing
model during the post-evaluation stage and ranked
between 3rd and 4th place among the participants
in the official results under the cross-framework
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metric 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows: Section 2 presents the detailed architecture
of our system. Section 3 describes the detailed
process used for training biaffine attention models.
Section 4 provides the official results of MRP 2020.
Finally, some concluding remarks and a description
of future research are given in Section 5.

2 Model

Figure 1 shows the neural architecture based on
the joint state model for a graph-sequence iterative
inference.

The neural architecture consists of five compo-
nents: a 1) sequence encoder, 2) graph encoder, 3)
concept solver, 4) relation solver, and 5) joint state
model for a graph-sequence iterative inference.

In the following, we briefly summarize the first
four components of our model, which are almost
the same as those of (Cai and Lam, 2020), where
only the joint state vector is used as the unified
query vector for the concept and relation solvers.
We then present our joint state model in more de-
tails.

2.1 Sequence encoder: Multi-layer
transformer

Following the notations of (Cai and Lam, 2020), let
W be the input sentence consisting of w1, · · · , wn.
The sequence encoder is based on a multi-layer
transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017),
where inputs at the bottom layer combine the
character-level features, POS tag, named entity
tags, and BERT-based features. Roughly, the se-
quence encoder takes W as input and generates the
sequence of hidden states as follows:

h0, h1, · · · , hn =

SequenceEncoder((BOS,w1, · · · , wN ))

where h0 corresponds to the special token BOS.

2.2 Graph encoder: Multi-layer Transformer

Suppose that Gi is the current graph consisting of
i nodes, c1, · · · , ci. The graph encoder is based
on a multi-layer transformer encoder with masked
self-attention and source-attention. Roughly, the

1In other words, when our submission is included in the
official ranking, our AMR parsing system ranks 4th and 3rd
on the full test set and the 100-sentence LPPS sub-set, respec-
tively.

graph encoder takes G and produces the following
hidden states of the concept nodes:

s0, s1, · · · , si = GraphEncoder(G = {c1, · · · , ci})

where s0 corresponds to the special token BOG.

2.3 Concept solver: Attention over words

Suppose that zt is the current joint state vector that
encodes the t-th sequence and graph hypotheses.
The concept solver takes zt and generates a new
concept.

qt = WQzt

k1:n = WKh1:n

v1:n = W V h1:n

[αt, rt] = Attention(qt, k1:n, v1:n)

z′t = zt + rt

(1)

where Attention(q, k, v) is the attention module
that takes q, k, and v as the query vector, keys, and
values, respectively, and returns the attention prob-
abilities αt and attentive representation rt. Given
z′t, the concept generation process equipped with
the copying mechanism generates a new concept
as follows:

P (vocab) = softmax
(
W (vocab)z′t + b(vocab)

)
[p1, p2, p3] = softmax

(
W (switch)z′t

)
P (c) = p0 · P (vocab)(c) +

p1 ·

 ∑
i∈L(c)

αt[i]

+

p2 ·

 ∑
i∈T (c)

αt[i]


where L(c) and T (c) are index sets of lemmas and
tokens respectively, which have the surface form
as a concept c defined by (Cai and Lam, 2020).

2.4 Relation solver: Multi-head attention
over graph nodes

The relation solver is based on the multi-head at-
tention over graph nodes. Suppose that zt is the
current joint state vector, Gi is the current graph,
and H is the number of heads for the multi-head
attention. For each head h, the relation solver first
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Figure 1: The neural architecture of the joint state model for a graph-sequence iterative inference.

applies the attention over graph nodes s0, · · · , si.

qht = WQ
h zt

kh0:i = WK
h s0:i

vh0:i = W V
h s0:i[

βht , r
h
t

]
= Attention(qht , k

h
0:i, v

h
0:i)

(2)

The final edge probabilities are obtained by tak-
ing the maximum over the multi-attention probabil-
ities:

βt[i] = maxHh=1β
h
t [i] (3)

2.5 Iterative inference: Joint state model
The remaining part is to obtain the new joint state
vector zt+1 from zt. Suppose again that zt is the
current joint state vector andGi is the current graph.
The joint state model for an iterative inference is
formulated as follows:

z0 = fusion(h0, si)

gt = σ(Wgzt + bg)

[ , zseqt ] = Attention(zt, h1:n, h1:n)[
, zgrapht

]
= Attention(zt, s0:i, s0:i)

zt+1 = zt + (1− gt)zseqt + gtz
graph
t

where Wg and bg are the parameters for the affine
transformation of zt and fusion(x,y) is the fusion

Encoder
lemma emb dim 300

char emb dim 50
cnn filter size 100
pos emb dim 50
ner emb dim 50

encoder layers 3
encoder dropout 0.33

Decoder
concept emb dim 300

concept char emb dim 50
cnn filter size 100
decoder layers 3

decoder dropout 0.33

Table 1: Hyper-parameter settings

function defined by (Hu et al., 2018) 2.

3 Training

3.1 Hyperparameters

We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) to train our AMR parsing model. Table 1
summarizes the hyper-parameters used for training
these models

4 Official Results

The official results of our AMR parsing based
on the joint state model, referred to as “Graph-
Sequence+Joint”, are summarized in Table 2,

2For simplicity, we obtain z0 based on a function of h0

and si. More generally, however, z0 could be initialized as a
function of h1:n and s0:i.
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which compares the results of the top-2 systems
(Hitachi and ÚFAL). Overall, our system ranks
between 3rd and 4th place among all participants
which submitted to the AMR framework.

5 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the Jeonbuk National
University system based on a joint state model for
a graph-sequence iterative inference on the AMR
framework at MRP 2020 task. However, one lim-
itation of the current joint state model is that the
iterative inference process is separately formulated
from the concept and relation solvers, without a
tight coupling. In a future study, we plan to further
elaborate the joint state models by reformulating an
iterative inference based on attention results from
the concept and relation solvers.
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